Supply Chain Intelligence

Empower Executives with Real-Time Performance Insight

Supply Chain Intelligence empowers executives with real-time performance insight across the extended supply chain and allows continuous, KPI-based supply chain improvement.

Supply Chain Intelligence helps organizations tackle the increased global complexity that touches supply chains. It collects and presents crucial data from all trading partners in easy-to-use, customizable dashboards on a computer or tablet. Supply Chain Intelligence metrics illustrate where performance is weak and where it's strong, allowing executives to make smart strategic decisions.

GT Nexus Supply Chain Intelligence Components

- Supply Chain Visibility Analytics
- Inventory Management Analytics
- Transportation Management Analytics
- Procure-to-Pay Analytics
- Supply Chain Finance Analytics
- Factory Management Analytics

Key Features

- Pre-built best practices dashboards and reports with the option to customize
- Ability to analyze KPIs and metrics to build a picture of supply chain performance
- Automatic alerts based on user-defined exceptions

Benefits

- Improves supply chain performance
- Uses insights to reduce supply chain costs
- Improves partner compliance
- Rates performance based on regions, lanes, markets, and providers
- Identifies and replaces low-performing providers
- Reduces administrative costs

About GT Nexus. GT Nexus provides the cloud-based collaboration platform that leaders in nearly every sector rely on to automate hundreds of supply chain processes on a global scale, across entire trade communities. To learn more, visit www.gtnexus.com.
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